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Managing the resources of a virtualized data-center
is a key issue in cloud computing [1]. Existing research
mostly assumes that applications are either allocated the
required resources or fail [2–15]. Combined with the fact
that most cloud applications have dynamic resource requirements [16], this imposes a fundamental limitation
to cloud computing: To guarantee on-demand resource
allocations, the data-center needs large spare capacity,
leading to inefficient resource utilization.
This is especially problematic when dealing with unexpected events, such as flash crowds [17], hardware
failures [18] and performance inference among applications [19]. These phenomena are well-known and software is readily written to cope with them, as long as resource provisioning is sufficient [14, 18, 20]. However,
given the short duration and large magnitude of such
events, provisioning enough capacity is often economically unfeasible. Hence, the data-center may become
overloaded, rendering hosted applications unresponsive.
To efficiently and robustly deal with unexpected
events, we introduce service-level awareness in the
cloud. Application are augmented with a dynamic parameter, the service-level (SL), that monotonically affects both their resource requirements and their delivered end-user experience. For example, online shops
offer end-users recommendations of similar products.
No doubt, such recommender engines greatly increase
usability, however, they are highly resource demanding [21]. By selectively deactivating the corresponding
code, resource requirements can be controlled at the
expense of end-user experience. In case of unexpected
events, the infrastructure can simply ask applications
to temporarily reduce their requirements. Consequently,
end-user experience is downgraded, but the user is at
least provided with partial content in a timely manner.
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We built the necessary software to add SL-awareness
to clouds, with contributions both on application-side as
well as infrastructure-side.
On the application-side, we proposed a model for SLaware cloud applications. It is applicable to any application featuring optional code. Execution of such code
is desirable, as it improves user experience, but not necessary to satisfy the user’s request. The optional code is
activated or deactivated for each request, with a probability given by a dynamic parameter, the SL. More precisely, the model relates the SL of the application to its
response time, which is used as an indicator for overload. Next, we synthesized a controller for the SL so as
to keep the maximum response time around a given setpoint. The resulting cloud application self-adapts its SL
to the input load and capacity available to it.
On the infrastructure-side, we implemented a resource
manager that runs on each physical machine to complement the existing cloud stack. It allocates capacity among applications based on performance data they
send, called matching value, thus hiding application internals from the infrastructure. This separation between
SL choice, implemented by the application, and capacity allocations, implemented by the resource manager,
allows the former to customize its definition of SL and
the latter to run with a complexity linear in the number
of applications. Using game theory, we proved that the
resulting system converges to fair capacity allocations.
Finally, we evaluated the resulting framework experimentally, testing peak load handling and resource capacity distribution [22]. To show the applicability of our
approach, we extended two well-known cloud benchmark applications, RUBiS [23] and RUBBoS [24], with
SL-aware recommender engines, adding less than 170
lines of code. The results show that our proposition enables cloud infrastructures to more robustly deal with
unexpected load peaks or unexpected failures, without
requiring costly spare capacity. If capacity is abundant,
applications execute at maximum service level, whereas
during capacity shortages, applications gradually reduce
their service level to maintain response time.
We believe that service-level awareness opens up a
new level of flexibility in cloud computing, whose full
potentials need to be further studied. Therefore, to foster further research, but also to make our results reproducible, we released all source code:
https://github.com/cristiklein/cloudish
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